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WELCOME, NEW LAFFITIANS

Jl'LY 1, 1996 - DECEMBER 31, 1996

Tom Halko
Lafitte, Louisiana

l'atrick Lafitte
Corncilla del Vercol, France

Tom and Sarita Oertling
Galveston, Texas

Jerry and Jennifer Patterson
Houston, Texas

Larry nerce
Galveston, Texas

R. Patrick Rowles
Galveston, Texa..--...

Kenneth Shelton, Jr.
Galveston, Texas

Lyda Ann Thomas
Galveston, Texas

CALENDAR

General meetings of The Laffite Society are held
on the second Tuesday of each month at 6:00
p.m. at The Eiband Gallery, 2201 Postoffice Street,
Galveston, TX, 77550, (409) 763-5495. Many of
the meetings feature interesting and informative
presentations by member or guest speakers. The
exception is the December meeting, the Annual
Holiday Social, which is an evening of food, drink,
and entertaining conversation in a relaxed and
festive setting.

Board of Directors meetings are scheduled for the
first month of each calendar quarter (January,
April, July, and October) on the same day as that
month's general meeting, and normally either
precede or follow same. Additional Board of
Directors meetings may be scheduled at the
Board's discretion.

In addition to the monthly meetings, one or more
special events are normally schedulcd during the
year. See, for example, in this issue of The ul1life
Society Chronicles, the special event described in
the article entitled 'The 1996 Maison Rouge
Excavation," as well as the planned excursion to
Grand Isle/Grande Terre mentioned in the
"General Meeting and Featured Program
Abstracts" S<.'Ction for the October 14, 1996
meeting.

Inquiries about upeoming special events may be
directed to The Laffite Society, P.O. Box 1325,
Galveston, TX, 77553, or to Third Vice President 
Special Events, Jim Nonus, at (409) 763-5495.
The Lamte Society will mail information to
members and interested parties on the Society's
mailing list as special event details are determined.

SPONSORSHIP OF MONTHLY GENERAL MEETING SPEAKERS

Since its inception, a special feature of
The Lamte Society has been a presentation at
monthly mL'Ctings by a Lamte Society member or
s;uest speaker.

In an effort to augment the pool of
available speakers, The Society has begun a
program of "sponsorships" in which the expenses
of guest speakers are paid by donations from
individual members.

Given that all members of The Society do
not enjoy equal access to meetings due to their
distances from Galveston, it was fcIt by the Board
that any expenses incurred relative to a guest
speaker should not be taken from the general
fund.

Sponsorships in the suggested amount of

$20.00 each are available to members who wish
to make such donations. While speakers,
themselves, do not receive an honorarium,
accommodations and other expenses incurred
during travel are underwritten by The Laffite
Society through these sponsorships of its
members.

Members purchasing sponsorships are
siven special recosnition at the appropriate
meeting, and in the pagcs of The Lafljle Society
Chronicles. Persons wishing to make suggestions
regarding future speakers should contact First
Vice President Jean L. l:pperson in care of The
Laffite Society, P.O. Box 1:"125, Galveston, TX,
77553.
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THE EDITOR'S PAGE
JEfT,I [,l[>ZELEIVSKI

Grwtings from The Lamte Socicty to our
membership and friends upon the publication of
this, the tlfth semiannual issue of The Laffile
S..,dell' OuvlIicles.

. At the time of the Society's formation in
August 1994, its founders' goals were basically
three.

Goal One was to amass a group of people
with an interest in the early 19th-century history
of the Gulf Coast in general, and in the privateers
Jean and Pierre Lamte and their activitics in New
Orleans, Galveston, and f\.1exico's Yucatan In

particular.
Goal Two was to produce a

representation of the tangible results of the group's
interest, the semiannual Laffile Society Chronicles,
designed to be a compilation of scholarly
research, anecdote, and news of both educational
and entertainment value to members.

Goal Three was to accumulate an archive
of relevant materials for the use of Society
members and non-members alike in their
historical research endeavors.

The Laffite Society's founders made early
and rapid progress toward the achievement of all
three of these goals. They realized, however, that
to avoid their own burnout, an ol$anizational
infrastructure would have to be developed and
retlned so that duties could be distributed to
others willing to devote time to their fulfillment.

Hence, in August 1996, when the time
came to hold the second regular biannual election
of the Board of Directors, some new positions
were created, and some existing Board members
who, because of other commitments, were unable
to continue to contribute actively to the Society's
direction voluntarily relinquished their posts.

One of the new Board positions created in
August 1996 was that of Editor of Publications, to
which I was elected. It is a duty which I take
seriously for two principle reasons.

First, it seems that The Laffite Society need
not exist if it docs not promulzatc information in
order to stimulate a) further research amonz, and
b) the contribution of knowledze from, those
whom it impacts. Otherwise, any enlightenment
radiated would be constrained to iust that which
can be providcd by thc core zroup' of some fifteen
to twenty members who regularly attend the
Society's mectings - a serious constraint, indced,
since it is likely that thousands of other intcreslcd
parties worldwide possess input of value.

Obviously, the founders of The Laffite Society t'dt
similarly, hence Goal Two, described above.

Second, at any ziven meeting only one
third of our mcmbers are present, yet the absent
two-thirds pay just as much in dues and deserve a
quality product for their support. In fact, it is
because of this felt oblization to members who do
not attend the monthly meetinzs that a change
was made in the format of 77le Laffile Sa'iety
Ouvnicles to present a recap of each monthly
meeting, even if a full abstract is not zenerated as
a result of same, so that those not in attendance
might obtain a feel for the events which
transpired.

I hope all of you take the time to read 77le
Laffile Sa'iety c7uvnic1es from cover to cover,
and I encourage both members and non
members to submit artieles for consideration for
publication to my attention to Post Office Box
1325, Galveston, TX i7553. Submissions need
not be "scholarly," but should bear some relation
to the Laffilcs, their locales, and their era. The
editor reserves the rizht to not publish material
deemed not apt for this vehicle, and to edit
published material in accord with length and style
concerns.

The Board also encourages all members
of The Laffile Society to become as involved as
they desire in its activities and furtherance. The
procurement and setting up of refreshments for
the monthly meetings; the suzgestion of ideas for
topics for presentation at same; the recruitment of
new members; the planning of special events such
as the summer, 1996, archaeological dig at the
supposed site of Laffite's Galveston Island
headquarters (see the article in this issue of The
Laffile Society c7uvnicles titled 'The 1996 Maison
Rouge Excavation"); these are just a few examples
of welcome contributions to the administrative
functioning of The Society.

I hope you enjoy this issue of 77110 Laffile
Society Cluvnicles, and I pledze to continue to
strive to produce a product in which all members
can take pride.



MAISON ROUGE AND T!IEF'RJDE: MYTH OR FACT
JE-IX L. Epff.RSOX

Question: What do the Maison Rouse,
77k' Fhie, and the Yellow Rose of Texas have in
common?

Answer: the three are legends whieh
originated with the writer William Bollaert.

Question: Did any contemporaries of Jean
Laffite talk about the Red House or his favorite
ship, The Prido'?

Answer: no.

Jean Laffite's house and fort did exist, but
was it painted red? Is there any doeumentary
evidence to support the existence of The PJidL'?
The Yellow Rose was a real person named Emily
D. West, but did she change the history of Texas
by entertaining General Santa Anna at the Battle
of San Jacinto? Some facts about the lirs! two
questions will be presented. The third question
seems to be an on-going debate and stimulus for
further research.

William Bollaert, an English writer,
geographer, and ethnologist, visited Texas frcm
February 1842 to July 1844. His writings about
Texas were limited to a few scattered articles
published in popular journals. His original ''Texas
Jl,1anuscript" consisted of six diaries and two
journals which were purchased in 1902 and
presented later to the Newberry Library in
Chicago1•

Bollaert was the first person to mention
Jean Laffite's Maison Rouge (the "Red House"), the
ship The Pride, and the Yellow Rose. Bollaert
wrote that Colonel G. gave him the descriptive
information about Lamte & Company. Colonel G,
was James Gaines, who ran a ferry on the Sabine
River and who visited Laffite on Galveston Island
for several weeks in 1819 on behalf of General
James Long. Long was trying to recruit the help
of Lamte to advance his conquest of Spanish
Texas.

Bollaert's description of the house and fort
reads thus:

He (Laffite) built a fort with a ditch around
it (part of which ditch could be seen in
1842), and in the interior of his stronghold
erected his dwelling place, The envoys
(Gaines and Captain II.) left Anahuoc in
two dugouts (canoes) and on their arrival
at the landing-ploce on Campeachy beach,
they were met by a considerable number of
Laffite's men, who conducted them to their

chiefs residence, which was a sort of fort,
havins a "look-out" or observatory; the
habitation was painkd red, and at times
was called the "Red House,'"

Writers in later years copied Bollaert's
description of Laffite's house, saying it was red
and sometimes adding their own embellishments.
Some of those writers were Henderson Yoakum in
1855, Charles W. Hayes in 1879, John Henry
Brown in 1892, Lyle Saxon in 1930, Stanley
Clisby Arthur in 1952, and others. Hayes
described the structure as a large and substantial
two-story frame house painted red, while Saxon
wrote that Laffite's new dwelling was a
combination of residence and fort, strongly
constructed and painted bright red, with cannon
visible through apertures in the upper story".
Surely Laffite was not so stupid as to mount
cannon in a two story frame structure.

Mirabeau Buonaparte Lamar, later
president of the Republic, interviewed James
Gaines around 1837-1838, when he was
gathering material for a history of Texas, Gaines
reminisced about Lamte but did not mention
Maison Rouge or The Pride.

It is signilicant that others who were on
Galveston Island during Laffite's residence did not
mention the color of the house4 • Randall Jones
journeyed to Galveston in 1818 to buy black
slaves and said that Lamte had a "pretty good
house." There was no mention of it being painted
red'. Mary, wife of Burrel Franks, recalled in
1883 that she ran a boarding-house near Lamte's
storehouse on the island and that Lamte lined his
housc with tin to keep the rats out". There was
nothing mentioned about its color.

Even George Graham, sent to Galveston
by the l'nited States government, said nothing
about an unusual color. In a letter written at
Galveston on August 20, 1818, just before the
september hurricane which virtually destroyed
the community, Graham reported that General
Lallemande and Latfite occupied separak
establishments. Laffite lived on a strongly built
brig of 353 tons fixed in the sand about four
hundred yards north of the fort. lie used the brig
as a dwelling, storehouse and arsenal'. Who was
occupyinS the fort? Graham's detailed description
of the brig susgests he would have mentioned a
red house!

The hurricane of September 1818 caused



the fort, a large blockhouse used tor defense as
wdl as storage lor valuable merchandise, to
collapse. The waves washed away thc sand
beneath the building, leaving a huge pit. A few
women, children, and invalids had taken refuge
in the building and some of these were crushed to
death, according to Dr. ].0. Dyer<. Dyer was a
Galveston physician who wrote from the 1880's
through the 1920's about the early pirates and
privateers on the island. lie had supposedly
acquired his information from those inhabitants
who had been in residence during the time
Galveston was a corsair base.

Laffite must have rebuilt his fort, as he
was said to have burned it along with all the other
buildings when he left the island. Lieutenant
Lawrence Kearney in the t'nited States brig-of
war The Elltelprise reported on March i, 1820,
that Laffite's house was burned and his works of
defense razed". Laffite left the island soon
thereafter never to return.

Bollaert's inaccurate statement that
Lieutenant Kearney visited Galveston in 1821 and
that Laffite left the island that year has been
copied and recopied. It has led to confusion about
Laffite's departure date even today.

The first person to mention the ship The
Pride was William Bolbert. He said the ship was
a fine brig mounting fourteen guns, a former
slaver taken by Laffite, which became his favorite
vesscl lO• No contemporary records nor persons
have been found alluding to a ship named The
PJide.

Stanley Clisby Arthur, who wrote
extensively about Laffite, said

The fact that there are, apparently. no
records designating a ship of that name in
any of the privateering HeelS, either at
Barataria or Galveston, forces us to the
conclusion that 1Jw Pride was a mythical
corsair, one that was never launched, one
that never sailed the blustery deep, and one
that existed only in the imagination of a
fertile brain. 11

It has been concluded that William
Bollaert was a gifted journalist who relied on
second· hand information, imagination, and
literary hyperbole.

Notes
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LAFFITE BROTHERS & CO., BUCCANEERS
OR, TIlE IMPOSSIBLE Qnsr

BEATK4XfJ (;1 'U.Ll1T fJE SI TJI 'IlIAL T
[TRAX,L4TEfJ f1Il1,\f THE t )lIIGLY.4L FilLVCH srD,1Rl1THl-,lJcD KA1IIIA\V17C/

[/llltor:, 11ote: 77,e lJiJit" Sock(v is
smteJiJi to ,Hr. BertTiwd Cuil10t de Suduimut for
his jXlwissio11 to print the joUO"7J~'S :utide. It
"71S originflllypubli,hed ill the bulletin G<'ne:l1"gk
ct Hi,toire de 1" Clll"flibe ("(;e11",,10{{'{ and History
of the C"ribbe:w'J, ,yo. 82, pp. 1618 - 162t~ M,t!'
1HH6./

Preceding issues of C~11c,tlcgie ct Hi,toire
de 111 Cawibe have opened new avenues of
interest as a result of further research carried out
in Bordeaux. We can now attempt to put to the
test a point concerning presumed origins of our
pirates. We shall not return to their buccaneering
activities, but will only make reference to them at
the end in trying to clear the tangled path of their
roots.

l'pon verification, many of the different
places of origin now and then cited - Saint-Jean
d'Angely, Digne, Nice, Bilbao, Dijon, Dax - appear
without foundation. The registers of the former
civil stale in these towns remain mute on the
individuals connected to the family that occupies
our attention. Only three possible trails remain
open to us. The first is the Bordeaux; the second,
the Basque; and the third, the Santo-Domingan.

The Bordeaux Trail
This trail is confirmed by the baptismal

registers of the church of Saint Scurin, where we
have been able to pick up the births of sLx
children of Antoine Laffite, rope maker, and of
Guillemette Chataigne, his wife.

A. 12 April 1772 - Pierre Laffitc: p., Pierre
PendeIe; m.,Jeanne Sudre (sec I, below)

B. 6 May 1774 - Alexandre Laffile: p.,
Alexandre Laffite; m., Marie-Anne Sudre (see II,
below)

C. 6 May 1774 - Marie Laffite, twin sister
of the preceding

11 24 December 1779 - Marie-Therese
Laffite: p., Pierre Laffite; m., Marie-l'rsule Laffite

E. 6 July 1781 - Jean Laffite: p., Jean Vivie;
m., Marie-Gabrielle Faure

r. 15 August 1782 - Jean Laffite: p., Pierre
Mathieu; m.,Marie Morin (sec III, below)

I. [~erre Laffite 1

Son of Antoine I.affite and of Guillemette

Chataigne, born in Bordeaux in 1772, he is
officially identified by his marriage in St.-Jean-de
Luz on December 29, 1793, with Sabine
d'AmespiI. The baptismal record is eertitled on his
marriage writ. The descendants of their last
daughter, Marie-Anne (born St.-Jean-de-Luz 5
June 1797, married Martin Goyetehe), continue
to this date. It is noted that the father is said to
have been in Bayonne during this baptism.

According to the manuscript of Leonce
Goyetchc, Pierre disappeared, abandoning wife
and children. If this is, indeed, the same person,
we sec him reappearing in April 1804 in New
Orleans in the company of his cadet brother, Jean,
on board two pirate ships (cf. Archives of the
Federal Court of Louisiana). The adventures of
their careers are repeated in all the historical
novels.

Pierre never returned to France, perhaps
because there was a risk of being charged with
bt"amy. A Pierre I.affile was known (but is he the
same?) to have married Fran~oise Sci L'tlang in
Louisiana about 1810. She gave him many
children, one of them a son named Charles Laffite
with descendants in the family Esnoul de
Livaudais.

According to Georges Blond in his HistoJY
of the Bu=meerand the American writer Stanley
C. Arthur in Je:m lJiJite, G<'ntfemlll1 Rover, Pierre
Lamte would have died in Crevecoeur, Missouri,
in 1837, at age sixty-five years, which
corresponds exactly to his date of birth in
Bordeaux.

A year later In 1838, the manuscript
previously cited in an earlier issue of C~nCfl1ogie

d Histoirr: de 1a Camibe reported that an
American lawyer presented himself in France at
the home of the descendants of Pierre Lamte, the
Goyetche family, with the intention of obtaining
from them the authority to recover his fortune,
impounded in American banks. The lawyer was
refused.

n. Alexandre Laffite
Curiously, one tlnds this same given name

with reference to buccaneering in a brother of
Picrre and Jean Laffite, better known as Alexandre
rredcric or Dominique You, and sometimes under
the sobriquet "Captain You". This Alexandre also
followed the same career as Pierre and Jean and



participakd in the same operations '.

III. Jean Lamte
His identitY is contirmed by his baptismal

record of 1782 - the first Jean having, without
doubt, died at an early age. It was a custom of the
times to give the same name to the next boy child
born.

Jean would have been l\.wnty-two years
of age at the time of his arrival with his older
brother Pierre in New Orleans in 1804. This date
of birth (15 August 1782) corresponds well to the
one indicated by Jean Laffite in the journal ofJe:w
ulffite. The jow71al was \vritten about 184,,
1850 and miraculously rediscovered and
published in 1958 under Stanley C. Arthurs name
with the admission that there was a question
about the authenticity of the text (which
controversy continues to this day).

Even if the cited date of birth is indced
the same, Jean Laffite nevertheless declared in the
jOUI711ll that he was born in Santo Domingo and
not at Bordeaux, the son of Marcus Laffite and of
Marie 20ra Nadrimal (we will find this rderence
mentioned again below on our Santo-Domingan
"trail").

What is one to think about the change in
location for place of birth? Could this have been
for the purpose of concealing his origins and his
past lite as a buccaneer?

In about 1805-1810, when he was
engaged in a lumber business and particularly in
the shipping of ebony in New Orleans, Jean stated
that he was born in Bordeaux, which he left at a
young age with his parents for Santo Domingo.
He tells of then being married, becoming a
'Widower, and of launching himself into the
activities with which we associak him.

If one matches the time of birth (15
AL<gust 1782) in the JOW71:JI previously cited, he
would have becn torty-eight years old when he
met in 1830 Emma Mortimore, whom he married
in 1832 under the name of John Lafflin. This
holds true for his date of death in 1854 at the age
of 72 years - he would have been born in 1782
(cf. Georges Blond and other sourccs, including
the CCnC:ilcgie d Histom: de la Gimlibc reference
concernil'\S\ Stanley C. Arthur and his book jean
uJffite, Gentleman RovdJ.

Is the Bordeaux trail the right onc? The
convergences arc multiple without being
otherwise certain.

The Goyetche manuseript written by the
historian Leonce l;oyetchc, member of the historic
Academy of Paris and grandson of Pierre Laffite,
cannot be considered spurious. However, in this

L<npublished testimony certain dates do not
corn:sp:md.

Leonce l>oyetche writes that, after having
temporarily quit the army, f~erre Laffite re
enlisted and participated in the Napoleonic
campaigns with the grade of Captain. l>oyetche
further states it was not until 1810 that Pierre
abandoned his family for Louisiana. The official
archives of Louisiana state that a Pierre Laffite
found himself in New Orleans in 1804. In
response to the question, is this the same Pierre
Laffite?, it is not possible that one man could have
been in Louisiana and also in the services of the
Grand Army of Napoleon at the same time.

Relating these events more than sixty
years after, one can suppose that Leonee Goyetche
might have committed an error in the dates. That
Pierre Laffite abandoned his family is, indeed,
apparent. Despite the hiatus, one might say that
the agreement of the dates of birth in Bordeaux
might present a possible lead to the bt.'ginning of a
solution. Nevertheless, proof is missing.

The Basque Trail
Le!"s recall briefly 3 that we find three

brothers, all natives of Biarritz, sons of Laurent
Laffite (1753-1795) and of Marie Daguerre
<born in Bidart, 1747). The latter died in 1809 in
Bordeaux, where she came to establish herself in
1793 with her last son, ten years of age at that
time. These three children are:

Pierre - born 2 November 1773, died in
Santa Lucia 4 December 1838 (see I, below)

Louis - born 24 October 1779, died at
Bordeaux 13 January 1851 (see II, below)

Jean, the cadet - born 6 October 1783
(see III, below)

l. Pierre Laffite
After a career as a well known naval

officer, Pierre leaves France tor the Antilles after
1795. The presence of a Pierre-Laurent Laffite
(without doubt, the same?) is noted in 1810 on
the island of Santa Lucia at the head of a coftee
house, and in Castries where he is mentioned as a
notary and member of a Masonic lodge. His
passage to Philadelphia in 1822 is noted. He dies
in Santa Lucia in 1838.

From his marriage with Anne- Rose
Keknie Delord will come eight children, born in
1807,1810,1813,1815,1817,1820,1824, and
1828. These descendants arc known from
correspondence which he addressed to his cadet
brother Louis in Bordeaux. Although the places
of birth were not mentioned, they are probably
Castries at Santa Lucia.



Nevertheless, it is difficult to s<:e this
person on his plantation in Santa Lucia while
carrying on his buccan~er activities in Barataria
and New Orleans at the same time and in the
same years. l'nless - a hypothesis - Santa Lucia
only scrved him as a secondary base lar his
pirating activities, and he conceived his children
between two ports of calL

[I. Louis Laffite
[nstalled as a businessman and shipping

broker in Bordeaux where he resided at Pier 2,
Chartrons, Louis Lamte married Jenny Bradshaw
there in 1807. They had seven children. From
the marriage of their oldest daughter, Anna
Maria, in 1810 to Jean Frederic Klipsch, came
descendants of numerous business families who
are present today in Bordeaux 4.

Louis Laffite died in Bordeaux on 13
January 1851. His second son, Jean-Laurent,
born in 1812, married Emma Sikl[e In

Philadelphia in 1835. [t is not known to this day
why, in the relationship between Pierre and Louis
- for example, in their correspondence referred to
above, and also in Pierre's correspondence in
which he gives a brief summary of his positions
of service - Louis did not make mention of his
cadet brother, Jean. Those papers we have on
hand are conserved by a branch of Bordeaux
descendants of Louis Laffite, the Rogier family.

III. Jean Laffite
Except for his record of birth in Biarritz

in 1783, this third son remains unknown. It is
certain only that he followed his mother to
Bordeaux and that eventually there was no trace
of him. Could our principal hero have left to join
his older brother'? [f this is the case, he has
succeeded in confusing all the trails.

This Basque trail - does it present another
credible solution? How is it that for the Bordeaux
trail, the birth dates correspond c1ose[y to those of
our individuals? But this is not sufficient
evidence.

The rcspxtive careers of Pierre and Louis
seem to be, for the former, a colonist on the
islands, and for the [alter, a well-established
businessman from Bordeaux. As for the third, we
arrive at nothing!

We may add that Grace King, in her book
New OrIwns, the Land dnd its Ft'Oplc, written in
18~l5, speaks (but without citing a reference to
the civil record) of Pierre and Jean Laffile's births
at Bayonne, near Biarritz.

One can again read in The life dnd Times

"f j"<lll liiffite, VoL XII, Spring, 1~l~)2, from an
author using the pen name of Dr. ).0. Dyer, that
'Jean Laffile was born of a noble family in France
in 1783 in the province of Hautes-Pyrenees. His
father and his mother were guillotined during the
Revolution. When Jean was 17 years old, he
emigrated with Pierre to Martinique where
during a year or more he lived on a sugar
plantation. Jean and Pierre then emigrated to
New Orleans in 1803 where they became
contrabandists. ... '

The Santo-Domingan Trail
Since the discovery and the publication by

Stanley C Arthur of the jOurmJl o[jelm Laffite,
this source has become the one repeated by the
majority of authors treating the subject, Georges
Blond among others. Do we have to believe in its
authenticity? Opinions are divided. Even within
the American association 'The Laffite Study
Group," some are for, and defend the authenticity
of, the manuscript. Others only see in this
document a skillfully assembled historical
montage of facts and the apocryphal. Where is
the truth? It is difficult to see with clarity.

What of the parish register of Santo
Domingo, from which was issued a genealogical
table on four sheets which we have betare us?
Drawn up in 1976 by Robert Alderdice (?), it
reads as follows:

Marcus Laffite (] 763-1817), married
Marie Zora Nadrimal (died Port-au-Prince 1783),
daughter of Abhorad Nadrimal and of Zora
(1730-1804). Eight children were born of this
marriage, as follows:

1. N. Laffite, born Port-au-Prince 1767,
died Charleston 1845

2. Anna Laffite, born Port-au-Prince
1769, died Port-au-Prince 1811

3. Alexandre F. Laffite, born Port-au
Prince 1771, died New Orleans circa 1830

4. Marcus Laffile, born Port-au-Prince
1773, died Port-au-Prince 1811

5. Henri Laffit, born Port-au-Prince
1775, died Cartagena 1840

6. Yvonne Laffite, born Port-au-Prince
1777, died Philadelphia 1850

7. Pierre Antoine Laffite, born Port-au
Prince 1779, died Crevecocur, Mis.<ouri, 1844

8. Jean Laffite, both Port-au-Prince 1782,
died Alton, llIinois, 1854

One can remark that the third, Alexandre
F., could be Captain You, cited in all the writings
as an older brother of Pierre and Jean, our



principle individuals who figure in seventh and
eighth positions above.

This Ameriean genealogy IS more
complete, with the descendants of Jean Laftlte and
with his first wit<:, Christina Lewein, or Levine,
native of Sainte·Croix, daughter of Michael
Lewein and of his second wife, Rachel Faucette,
who would have had from another marriage with
James Ilamilton a son with the siven name of
Alexander 3.

This same record gives next the second
marriage of Jean Laffite in 1832 \\ith Emma
Mortimore. One llnds still in this same table the
descendants of the captain, Beluche, referred to in
the novels, as a relative of the Laffite brothers. We
see also that Beluche descended from a
Beluchais/Sandoval family, in which the members
would have been baptized in St.·Jean·de·Luz,
where I, being in that place, was able to confirm
that there exists no such trace in the local
archives.

All of this would be perfect and the
problem resolved if the archives of Port·au·Prince
revealed to us all these births. The research
carried out by Monsieur Pierre Bardin on the
parish records prior to that of ours testifies to the
total absence of all of our buccaneers for the cited
dates ".

CnlessJean Laffite has disguised the truth,
he was not born in any parish in Santo Domingo.

Temporary Conclusion
Except in the event of new and

uncontestable discoveries, one must admit that
Laffite Brothers & Co., Buccaneers, have done all
they can to conceal their origins. If the Bordeaux
trail presents some clues that would demand a
research pursuit, the Basque trail, except for the
same siven names and approximate dates of
birth, does not offer sufficiently conclusive proof.
But docs one ever know?

The Santo·Domingan Trail remains. On
paper it appears without contest. It follows and
confirms the "famous rediscovered journal" of
Jean Laffite. Point by point, everythin,g lines up
exactly, lacking proof only! When our friends in
Louisiana have provided the origins of this
reconstruction, precise dates, authentic copies of
records and the address of the archives where we
can sec them, we will then be able to lock up this
dossier.

In our opinion, none of these three trails
provides us to date with a definitive genealcgical
answer. This inquiry will, perhaps, continue in
subsequent issues.

Ouestions
Island of Santa Lucia (Sainte·Lucid

One of the daughters of Pierre Laffite
(from the Basque "trail"l, Nelly, born I January
1815, would have married, on 16 August 18:'8,
N. Piel, a notary. Do the ft"$isters in Santa Lucia
exist for that period?

Vincennes (Military Archivesl
As far the career of Pierre Laffite (from

the Bordeaux "trail"l, allesed captain in the
Napoleonic armies, would it be possible to find in
those archives indications of his time of military
service?

Embarkation for the Islands
An analysis of the embarkation reg,istries

of Bayonne, Bordeaux, Nantes, La Rochelle, and
other port cities, might give some indication of the
ship passages made by the Laftlles.

Martinique
A Mr. Barboteau, resident of Saint·Pierre,

would have been in direct contact with Louis
Laffite of Santa Lucia (Sainte Lucie) or with his
brother, Pierre, a businessman in Bordeaux.
What can we learn of this person?

Santo Domingo (Saint Domingue)
Regarding the baptismal records of Port·

au·Prince in the years before I i82, can they be
consulted? If so, can one find in them a trace of
the presumed relatives of Pierre and Jean Laffite?

Notes
1. GCnc'alogie et flistoire de fa Caraire, No. 63,

September, I ~)94, p. I 152; original
manuscript of the historian L!once Goyetche
0822· 1885), grandson of Marie Anne
Laffitc and of Martin Goyetche 0 i92· 18i8).

2. Master's thesis in Spanish of Sylvie·&atrice
Robin, and other sources, of which
6,-'nea1ogie et Histoirc de 1a C:uuilx~ No. iO,
1995, p. 1329.

:'. GCneaJogic' ct Histoire de 1a C'arailx', No. (;4,
October, 1994, p. 1182; December, I ~)~)4, p.
1215;June, 1995,p. 13iI.

4. GcnCaiogie ct fJistoire dc' 1a Carailx; No. iO,
April, I 9~)5, p. 1338, article by Chotard.

5. GCllea1q;;ie ct fJivtoirc de 1a Cmuibc, No. 72,
June, 1995, p. 13il.

6. GCllea10gie d Histoire de 1a Carailx', No. 64,
October, 19~)5,pp. Ili4·lli5.



THE SHIPS' OfFICERS
(PART I)

!ViI Z4P.4IAC

Authors Note to Readers: The more things
change, the more they stay the same. This old
saw of a saying is what I basc the'se works and
conjectures up:m... \vritten for The Laffite Society,
its members, 711e Lilflite Society Cluvnic1c'S, and
other readers. The following is my third offering
and, due to space considerations, will appear in
three parts. [Editor's note: Mr. Zapalac's first
article for the Society, "Laffite's Men (Humor),"
appeared in the second issue of 71Je Lilflite Society
Chwl1ic1es, in July 1995; his second submission,
'The Ships' Cooks," was published in the third
issue, in January I 996.J

An interesting fact I took hard notice of,
while working alongside present day
Cajun/Creole/French maritime officers, was a bit
of aloofness. It seemed almost as if they were at
times immensely distracted; as if they were
pondering some weighty question God had just
asked of them, and could care less if your pants 
or theirs - were on fire.

Of course, taking into consideration that
Jean Laffite and his many captains, chief
cannoneers, and other officers existed during
times where image and follow-through. on
customs, etiquette, and attempts at civiliz.ed social
behavior were supposedly demanded, one would
say that bravado was most certainly thick and
heavy. It still holds through and true with many
prescnt-day maritime officers in the Gulf.

Many a member of The Laffite Society
knows well that any cold, hard fact on Jean Idfite
and his maneuvers is not quite so easy to compile.
However, one trait I have noted of Commandant
Laffitc was his demanding and receiving of
loyalty. Just to possess the abilities as a regular sea
captain in Laffite's time was one huge attribute,
given the demanding hardships and sacrifices.
But - but - to hold the rank of captain in Laffites
roving sea foree ... hmm.

It would be safe to assume that, upon
various occasions, immense \vorkloads were
required of Laffite's officers. For not only was the
basc at Barataria constructed, but the basc at
l;alveston. Slaves from Africa would have known
little of carpentry and such. So one can only
conclude that this meant the captains and/or
"lieutenants" (another name for "mates" or "first
officers") would have had to tear themselves away
from the dice and wine from time to time.

And, thanks to errant I ·.S. lorees and
Mother Nature, both Barataria and l;alveston
were to have been essentially reconstructed.

I would say that, of all of Laffite's
"employed" sea captains, Captain James Campbell
was the prime example of what Jean Laffite found
desirable in an officer.

Level- headed. Practical. Daring and
intelligent.

To be able to give orders, one must first
learn how to take orders. And, after being
tempted by the sudden and immense amounts of
booty to which Laffite opened avenues, it had to
have been quite difficult to remain totally constant
to the Commandant's orders and suggestions,
while resisting the urge to sail without his valued
letters of marque.

Like many good leaders, Laffite did not
seem terribly interested in beating submission or
cooperation out of his captains. Instead, if one
showed more than the nonnal or expected level of
rebellion or independence, Laffite simply
appeared to play out just enough line or rope for
the man to hang his own damned self. Such was
the case of Captain George Brown or Ratti (I tend
to agree with the school of thought which holds
that this was one and the same person). Studies
show that not only did Ratti become gallows
carrion, so did sixteen others.

One would dare say that if a modem-day
feminist could have attended one of Laffite's
gatherings of captains...well. With such a large
number of even larger egos, a dirigible in a
thunderstonn comes to mind. When not totally
ignoring her, they probably would have had her
chasing for wine.

Just how the Commandant managed to
keep control of his hungry lions is very interesting
in itself. Going for each others throats at one
moment. Then pouncing on anything and
everything else, at the next.

Moody, hard-headed and unpredictable,
many of Laffite's officers were difficult, to say the
least. Yet, he knew the ,-alue of setting a notable
example, and did so.

This, coupled with the fact that Laffitc did
not mention in his journal of any duels between
him and his own men, gives more light as to what
his officers were like. Even the rougher diamonds
did not care to mess with the boss. Most had
obtained their own cutlery skills through



experience alone, while Laffite undenvent expert
training at a tender age. One could be wild and
one could be dumb. But not both. Not for wry
long, an)'\vay.

According to the Mirabeau B. Lamar
journal, one Captain Marrott(e) was found to
haw tried to cheat Laffite of captured booty while
sailing under his command at Galveston.
Aecused of such by Captain James Campbell, who
had sailed with Marrott(e) on that particular
privateering expedition, and strongly and publicly
reprimanded by Laffite at a council meeting,
Marrott(e) (as Campbell related to Lamar) "spit in
Laffite's face," whereupon Laffile made a grab for
him, missed, and was restrained by his own men.
Pleading with Laffite not to murder the man
outti"ht, they cried for him to challenge
Marrott(e) to a duel.

Such waS arranged to occur on the
dueling field at Pelican Isle. With Campbell
serving as Laffite's second and a certain Shebal as
Marrott(e)'s, Marrott(e) spent an unusually long
time preparing himself at the field, only to
suddenly state (according to Campbell) that he
"felt himself in error and was ready to restore the
secreted boxes [prizel." Laffile then grabbed him
by the shoulders, turned him right face, gave him
a kick and dismissed him.

Aside from showing that Laffite was
right-footed with his kicks, this also shows that
Marrott(e) either sobered up or came to his senses
enough to remember Lafitte's dueling reputation.

By "dismissed", one would think that
Campbell meant that Marrott(e) was drummed
out of Laffite's foree and became just another
scummy pirate.

However, Laffile, in his journal, states that
Marrett(e) made a return "visit" and was killed,
along with most of his gang, thus dying for a
small prize when many larger ones might have
been orderly obtained.

Greedy, selfish, and lazy. Most certainly
not all. But enough. Enough to have kept the
Commandant's attention.

And, no doubt when a duel between
captains was agreed upon, many a remembered
blow or kic k were in the minds of the crews as
they followed the quarreling parties to the dueling
fields of Barataria or Pelican Isle.

Wine-guzzling gamblers.
This particular aspect holds true of even

their more peaceful counterparts. I have heard a
first-hand description of a captains' card gdme in

the bayou where each positioned .In icc chest on
l'ither side of their seats. One for refreshments
J.nd one for money.

Laftlte's captains, from records I have
redd of them, seemed to have dabbled in
evel)ihing from harems of concubines, to the
acknowledged mistress with wife, to almost
Quaker-like marital arrangements.

At the base or camp at Gdlveston or
Campeachy, booty and loot and all the expensive
trappings that came from the Commandant's off
shore endeavors might have been plentiful, but
any approachable females were rare to non
existent. Many men took up with slave women.

Any free young woman that did
courageously travel to Lamie's lairs not only had
to watch out for the rougher diamonds, but the
mademoiselle'S des capif1Jins, as well. These sea
lionesses could ably hold their own against half
crazed sons of guns and did not especially care
for any piece of fluff with baggage that crossed
their patrol paths.

No doubt but that of any duels that Laffile
did allow to occur, some bubbled up due to
disagreements over these mademoiselles des
capitains.

There were times when I watched, either
in gener-al amusement or dulled boredom, the
antics of some Cajun captains among the females
of a foreign bar or business. The flair, the
supposed disinterest, then the setting of the hook.
Due to age and experience, the married mariners
were better equipped to woo secretaries, female
police, etc. Yet fidelity nowadays, with some of
the attached captains, is a genuine article. So it
was a flirtatious look here and there, then back to
the boat.

One tcnn or phrase that one may still
hear from time to time among certain
Cajun/French/Creole boat captains is deux lasses
de cali-; again lending some credibility to Laffite's
journal. I only heard the phrase used in a
mysterious,off-hand,joking manner. Of course.

There appear to be many varied reasons
as to why so many strong-willed and independent
men chose to sail, work and fight for Jean Laffite.
And, of course, one such huge reason was large
and immediate chance of fortune.

[ believe another great reason was
Laffitc's ability to dispense responsibility with
authority added to it. By going out of his way to
give his officers a say in many affairs, he held
such effective control as would make a present
day CEO salivate.



THE ROAD TO KWTZVILLE
jEfT,1ftJI1ZEl£H:wa

Readers of the previous issue of 7710'
l':lffik' S..'ck'ly C'Juvllic!cs shared, via print, in the
scheduled activities of the Society's special event of
June 1996, the "Plantation Tour". This article
describes an experience during that trip which
affected a small subset of its participants, an
experience which did not tigure into the planned
itinerary, but one which nevertheless bore a not
insignificant similarity to our quest for the facts of
the life ofJean Laffite.

On Thursday, June 13, 19f16, our group
was scheduled to meet for dinner at Laffite's
Landing Restaurant on the Viala Plantation, some
miles southeast of Donaldsonville, Louisiana.
Since nearly all of us were unfamiliar with the
area's geography except for that superficial
knowledge which a map can provide, and since
the journey each way would be of a duration of
one half-hour or more, most participants elected
to car-pool in groups to the dinner from the
plantation bed-and-breakfasts at which they were
lodging, Nottoway and Oak Alley. A couple from
Galveston graciously offered to provide
transportation in their vehiele for my wife and I
and a third couple, and we gratefully accepted.

With spirits elevated in anticipation of the
extended weekend's activities just begun that
morning, our group struck out for the restaurant
from White Castle, Louisiana, some fourteen miles
to the northwest. A quick glance at a road atlas,
unfortunately - and tellingly - left behind at our
lodgings, had provided us with the confidence
that the eatery would be easily located. We
motored south on Louisiana State Highway I in
the still-daylight, chatting animatedly all the
while, and arrived at the restaurant in due course.

A wonderful, leisurely meal, coupled with
an interesting talk by restaurant management
about the history of the locale, contributed to an
evening of congenial fellowship. As the night
advanced, groups of participants intennittcntly
drifted off in different vehicles toward their night's
hostelries.

And so too, eventually, did we six.
Although darkness had long since cloaked the
Cajun countryside, we had encountered no
difficulty finding Laffite's Landing, and thus
anticipated none on the return trip. Contentedly
discussing the activities of that day and evening,
and those anticipated to be enjoyed come the
morrow, our sextet headed back in the direction
of Donaldsonville - or so we thou:,ht.

Aftt:.'r some kn minutes of driving" we..:
arrived at a tl,ur~way-stop intersection. The read
crossing the one on which we were traveling was
marked "I~\ I", and we turned onto it in the
direction we assumed \vas north.

Soon, however, we began to feel
misgivings about our choice of route. Even after
taking into account the difference in appearance
that an unfamiliar road can exhibit in darkness
versus in daylight, no landmarks seemed familiar.

More disconcertingly, town names on the
intcnnittent road signs were not those of any
village through which we had passed on the trip
to the restaurant several hours earlier. Two of
these names, "Paincourtville" and "Napoleonville",
at least seemed to mesh with our environs 
French names in Louisiana Cajun country. But
one seemed singularly incongruous: "K1otzville", a
Gcnnan name, a name which conjured visions of
a Penmylvania Dutch settlement arising from its
rightful place among the Mid-Atlantic states,
starting to wander, becoming lost, and eventually
plopping itself down 1,500 miles southwest of its
true place in United States geography.

After some short minutes of discussion,
our group decided to tum back toward whence
wchadcomc.

Secure in the knowledge that we had
traveled on LA I from White Castle to
Donaldsonville, we sunnised that we had lost our
senses of direction in the dark land of the bayou
and turned toward the south originally at the
four-way crossroads, instead of toward the north.
Thus, when we again reached the intersection, we
continued straight on across, remaining on LA I.

However, this route soon seemed just as
unfamiliar as did our previous one, and after
traveling four or five miles, we again turned
around and retraced our path to the crossroads,
now beginning to lament having left our map at
Nottoway.

l'ntil this time in our trek, the group had
been joking about our misadventure. Indeed, our
driver elicited a collective, hearty guffaw from the
other riders when he mentioned that, although he
felt embarrassed to admit it, he had been a
licensed navigator during a long career in the
military.

But the ehann of our meandering now
started to wane. The clock was ticking along
toward midnight, we were traversing a rural area
miles from the interstate highway in a vehicle



conspicuous for its out-of-stat~ license: plates, ~md
the cxpcrit:nce was lxginnins to mimic an
epi50de of Rod Serling's 'The Twilight Zone".

Once again at the crossroads, we tried the
third of its four possible directional choices, and
aehieving no better results, returned to try the
fourth. Again failing to recognize anything
familiar along the route, we regressed to the
intersection yet once more and - by this time
feeling both decidedly embarrassed as weU as
increasingly frustrated - tried our first direction
anew, hoping in desp"ration that during our
initial foray along it, we had simply not stayed our
course long enough to reach recognizable
surroundings.

Suffice it to say that, due to the
intervening travails, our second pass through
Klotzville did not possess the charm of our first.

The twists and turns of our study of Jean
Laffite often bear a resemblance to those of this
road trip through the dark Louisiana countryside.
Certain facts provide us our main route - our
"Laffite Highway I" - but we soon find ourselves
on detours and in cui-dc-sacs, as our research
leads us to destinations which we had no idea
existed and which we are not certain we wish to
visit.

The days of Laffite's Grande Terre
stronghold, his band's participation in the Battle of
New Orleans, and his multiple-year sqjourn on
Galveston Island, aU are a Laffite Highway 1 of
incontrovertible fact. The search for the facts of
the place and date of the privateer's birth and his
post-Galveston history, however, lead us through
many KlotzviUes. Yet our endeavor continues, for
every so often, after such an obstacle, our spirits
are buoyed as we regain - at least temporarily 
the main highway.

And what became of our errant sextet as
one day's night edged toward the next day'S
morning? as we wandered with waning good
humor, increasing fatigue, and mounting
trepidation through the deserted and dark
Louisiana countryside'! through smaU, rural
towns with foreign-sounding names, towns that
had likely not changed p"reeptibly for multiple
generations, towns shut up as tight as a drum on
a warm and humid weeknight on the eve of
summt:r?

Our tale ends happily, for the group
eventuaUy found its way back to Nottoway
Plantation. Despite the late hour, once back in
our room my wife and I consulted our map,
curious to uncover our navigational t:rrors. Those
who are interested in the unscrambling of the
puzzle, read on.

Pidure three roads forming an
asymmetrical triangle, with one ~omcr of the
triansle pointing north, the second cast, and the
third southwest. Next, picture roads passing
outward, away from the triansle, throuSh these
comers, as t.'xtensions of Si.Jme of tht: triangk's
sides.

On the trip to Laffite's Landing
Restaurant, we had come down through
Donaldsonville into the north point of the triangle,
southbound on LA I. This highway continued on
to form the left side of the triangle and, afterward,
became the road extending to the southwest from
the figure's southwest corner.

Our vehicle had, however, branched off
of LA 1 onto the right side of the triangle - a
smaUer road than LA 1 - and then out the eastern
corner of the figure. The change in direction had
been so gradual that it had seemed to us that it
was we who had stayed on the major artery, and
that it was the lesser thoroughfare that had in fact
digressed via a much more pronounced right
tum.

After leaving the restaurant tor the return
trip, we missed this same cut-off back up the right
side of the triangle to LA 1 northbound, and
continued, unknowingly, westward, along the
bottom side of the figure, LA 70. We eventuaUy
did meet up with LA 1 again, at the southwest
corner of the triangle, but this point lay farther
south, by about eight miles, of that at which we
had branched off of LA 1 on the trip to the
restaurant.

This southwest corner of the triangle was
the four-way crossroads now indelibly printed in
all of our minds. Readers who consult their maps
wiU find that it lies about 1.5 miles south of
KlotzviUe and about two-thirds of a mile north of
Paincourtville, at the intersection of LA 1 and LA
70, some eight miles as the crow flies southwest of
Donaldsonville. (Note that Klotzville is a smaU
settlement and is not marked on aU maps.)

Thus, although we had indeed turned,
correctly, northward at this intersection in our
first (and fifth!) attempts to tind our way back to
Nottoway, the landmarks and town names indeed
were unfamiliar. We had been traveling in the
prop"r direction on the prop"r road, but we had
not traveled that particular stretch of it previously.

Jell Alodzclewsld luiS renounced liny
pklns he might once Jmve cntertllinctf to sfllrt his
own business conducting driving tours at
AC[J{fjllnll, lind sincen:Jy hopes tlult he doc:< much
k'ss damage in his present role ot Editor at
l'ublimtiollS fiJI' 17Ic ultlite """,7Cty.



GRAPHIC IMAGES OF JEAN LAFFm
(PART II OF II)

R. D..Jl.rOL\\o,v.-tvfJDL-tvrOrs,w

£.litor:, note: tlIis i' Hnt II or';1 fllP-pmt mti....1r:
rvhidl :l1za~vzc...~ V:lliOllS puq1.)/1cd likel1t..'..'t'sc.-'$ of

jeall L;lffik'. Pi1lt I cont'llllui ;ilI introdu....tion, illl

ovclvieuJ'" of the an:ilytic/ii plt1('ess~ :l!ld .'1

desCliption of two of tht! liine' iillaSt!s i1lU/{vzctl; it
;lj'JJei1n~i in the prclious i,sue or' 77,e L;If'fite
Sodetv Chronicles as the F'roSr;Jm Abstmet tbr the
fiillU1JlY 1996 k11tUredprest!litation. Rilt 11 ot/he
selies contai11s a descriptio11 ol the rem[linins
seven illlages ana{vzui, the lesult, ol the i1lw{vsis,
[Illd [I reference section.

The Images (continued)
3) Laffite OWlled by Folticr - This is a

well executed bust drawing which is signed
iIlegibly. It is reproduced in an undated book on
the city of New Orleans by Jack D.L. Holmes and
Raymond J. Martinez. Holmes and Martinez
elaim that the drav.;ng is "probably the only
authentic picture of Jean Laffile". It is

--'-~~~lamie OwnedbyFOltier

the property of Gilbert J. Fortier, Jr., of Louisiana.
The authors do not provide any documentation
for their assertion. The picture again shows
Laffite in the three-quarters view, but with his
head turned, looking at the artist. Although the
picture is undated, the subject appears to be
somewhat heavier and older than that of the
Laffite by Gros.

4) 1~lffite by Vim £ven'll - This is a
drawin,o;, serving as the frontispiece ofjCi111 ulf'fite
by Mitchell Charnley, executed by Jay Van

Everen. The drawing, a:-;ain showin:-; Lamk's face
in a three-quarters view, depicts an elegantly
attired individual wearing a type of cap not
generally associated with the wardrobe of a
pirate. Perhaps Van Everen :-;ained his perception
of Laffite's appearance partially from a description
by Bolbert (851) who reported that the privateer
wore a " ... species of green uniform," with an" ...
otter skin capfl,

Lull!e by Van Evereli

Van Everen was a magazine illustrator
whose representation is most assuredly his private
concept of what the privateer might have looked
like.

5) Laffite by Teller - This drawing shows
a near profile of a man with arms folded. At least
one version of this image is by E.H. Suydam and
serves as the frontispiece of Lyle Saxon's laffite
The Pirate (930). This is the most widely
reproduced likeness of Laffite and has appeared in
numerous newspaper articles, books, and even on
a commemorative medal struck by the Paris Mint.
This graphic representation did not originate with
Suydam, but the Suydam rendition assuredly
contributes to the overwhelming popularity of the
likeness.

Edward Suydam and Lyle Saxon
maintained a social, as well as a business,
relationship. Suydam is mentioned several times
in a faseinatil\c'S little book by Saxon, 77/(: lhc'nds
olJoe Cilmore [md Some lhc~/(ts ol Lyle Saxon
(] 948). lie has also been mentioned as forming



an integral part of parties held by the k~(cndary

Weeks flail, the "Master" 0f the Shadows on the
Tl.:chc mansion in Nc\v Iberia, Louisiana.

ulffite by Telfer

Galveston historian Dr. ].0. Dyer has
ridiculed this version by writing, "When
prominent newspapers and historians keep on
printin:;; a picture of an Italian bandit with a
mustache and pass it on for Lafitte [sic], who wore
neither mustache nor uniform, there is little
wonder that Lafitte the pirate, and his treasure,
will live on" (Dyer, I916).

The oJ:i.ginal artist of this likeness of
Laffite requires deeper study. This famous profile
was executed by John R. Telfer, and might be
found to be an accurate representation. Telfer is
listed in Early Amerk~m Book IUushutors and
Wood OJ/vers, and in New lark f1jslonazl
S..JCiety DjcuollIJ/Y of Artisls in Amc..~i(..'il. The
latter work indicates that Telfer was in Cincinnati
at one time. Some of Telfer's works are marked
"St. Louis".

Several works by Telfer appear in Thrall's
Pietona] jJjsloIY of Texas, including 'John A.
Murrell", "Aransas Bay", "A Chief of the
Karankawas", "Placido, Chief of The Tonkawas",
"A Caddo Chief', and the ori:;;inal "Laffite".
Considering the nature of these subjects, the
probability is high that Telfer may have travekd to
the Taas Gulf Coast at a time when taffite was in
residence at Galveston.

Thus, the image which has traditionally
been used by newspaper writers and other
comparatively superficial investi:,ators simply by
default, might enjoy the hishest level of historic
support as beinS authentic.

further work resarding Telfer. his dates,
locales, and travc1s cL'uld be pivotal in establishins
the authenticity 0f his n:presentation of tamte.

Gl bLutv LamIe 11] - This is a
dasuerreotypc rCPortedly dated June, 1839, and
currently preserved in the Sam Ilouston Resi0nal
Library at Liberty, Texas. If this is a representation
of Jean Laffite, it is at an age of fifty-nine years.
The subject is shown in a ncar three-quarters
VIeW.

libe11yuJffite #]

7) Wffite by De Franca - This is a
painting, dated circa 1840 to 1842, purportedly
depicting Jean Laffite and his wife and two sons,
by artist Manoel Joachim Dc franca. Laffite
would have been approximately fifty-ei:;;ht to
sixty years of age at the time of this paintin:;;.

I..linte byDe Fmnca



De Fr,mca was a native of L1porto,
Portu;;;al, who immi;;;rated to the I'nited States as
a youn;;; boy. "He studied art in Philadelphia and
became one of the ori;;;inal members of the Artists'
Fund Society of Philadelphia, was made a member
of its council, 1835<>6, and became controller in
1837, Dc Franca later removed to SI. Louis and
for many years had his studio on Pine Stred
between Seventh and E«.;hth" (Arthur, 1952).
Stanley Clisby Arthur, whose jam laffitc,
Gentleman ROVC1; is heavily based upon material
available from the contested ulffite jowmlls, has
claimed that De Franca and Laffite were well
acquainted and shared an interest in communism,
Arthur referred to the De Franca Laffite by
claiming, "About 1842, when the boys [Glenn
Henri and Jules Jean] were six and eight, Jean, his
wife Emma, and their two sons posed, so it is
claimed, for De Franca, who made the full-length
oil portrait of the family now hanging in John A.
Laffite's Kansas city home, Reproduced as a
frontispiece for this work!' It is not the De Franca
Laffite which served as the frontispiece for the
Arthur book, but the Laffite by Gros,

A difticulty exists with the Laffite by De
Franca which only contributes to its questionable
status as an accurate representation of Laftite.
There is a possibility that two versions of this
work exist, or have existed. Did De Franca
execute two very similar versions, or did an
unknown individual alter the original, thereby
creating the second version?

One version of this painting appears in
the aforementioned 1952 work by Stanley Clisby
Arthur, je:m laffite, Gentleman Rover. Arthur
was one of the first writers to base his works upon
the material provided byJohn A. Laflin.

Another, very similar, version of this
work appeared in The jourrutl ofje:m laffite: The
Privatecr-Pauiot's Own Story, published in 1958
by Vanta;;;e Press,

The painting depicted in the 1958 book is
either a similar work by Dc Franca, or an
alteration of that depicted in the 1952 book. The
picture in Arthur's book shows no background,
whereas the later journal picture has a
background showing a low brick wall and the
Meramec river. Further, the clothing in the
joul7101 version is different from that in Arthur's
book, and the poses somewhat different. Clothing
in the earlier Arthur book is anachronistically
inappropriate, being of a later period,

Both the I~)52 and the 1~)58 publications
apparently refer to the same original work by De
Franca. However, one "original" now hanss in
the library at Liberty and, paradoxically, another

"originar' has also ocen reported to have been
destroyed in a tlre when John A. Latlin's home
burned on DcccmlJcr 8, H)5~) (Anonymous,
I%(1). One hypothesis sugsests that De Franca
executed two very similar paintings, one havins
been preserved in Liberty, the other havin;;; been
destroved in a fire,

, A less charitable analysis, reportedly
protfered by Laftite authority and Laft!te Society
member Robert Vogel, sugsests that one
"or«.;inal" exists and was published in the Arthur
book of 1~)52, John A. Lallin, havi~\( leamed of
the difficulties existing with that particular
version, then altered, or caused to be altered, the
De Franca work prior to its publication in his
joum11l (Sherron, n,dJ.

8) IJIx:rtv l1Jffite #2 - This is a
daguerreotype dated June, 1849, and is presently
in the library at Liberty, It shows an individual
who, if Jean Laffite, would have been sixty-seven
years old, in a nearly frontal pose,

Uberty laffite #2

9) laffite by Little - This is a painting by
Lois Ann Little, purportedly a granddaughter of
Jean Laffite, dated 1853. The painting shows
Laffite, at age seventy-three, looking straight at the
artist.

Results of the Analysis
The results of the analysis indicated the

probability that the ratios derived from the
following sets of pictures were statistically
signitlcant.

Gros-Jarvis
Gras-Fortier



Jarvis- Fortier

Libertv # 1-Little
LibertY #I-Liberty #2

Dt' Franca-Liberty # I
Dc Franca-Libertv #2
Dc Franca-Little 0

Liberty #2-Little
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Laffite byMtle

This study has not established Laffite's
likeness, but has clarified the probabilities
associated with the different purported likenesses
studied.

The initial results suggest that the "early"
likenesses of Laffite (Gros, Jarvis, Fortier) correlate
highly and suggest that they may be of the same
individual. The "late" likenesses (Liberty #1,
Liberty #2, De Franca, Little) also correlate highly
and suggest that they also might be of the same
individual. The "earlv" and the "late" likenesses
do not, however, ~orrclate significantly and
suggest that the "early" and "late" likenesses are
not of the same individual.

The Laffitc by Van Ewren does correlate

significantly \vith the likeness by Gros. The
p.1.5,.-;ibility exists that Van [vcrefl was ~l\varc of the
Gras work and used it as J. mooel. but no
evidence h.is been uncovered to suppcHi such a
hypothesis.

The Laffite owned by Fortier must be
located and the artist established.
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JEAN LAFFITE IN AMERICAN LITERATURE
A CHECK LIST OF Pl'BLISIlW WORKS TI IROI'GHI958

(PART II OF II - THE TWENTIETH CENTI'RY)
COJllUfIIBVROBERT C 1'<"<.;EL
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GENERAL MEETING SUNLvtARIES AND FEATURED PROGRA..\1 ABSTRA.CTS

The Laffite Society generally publishes in Th: Lallite .x7ck:ty Cfutmicles abstmcts of featured talks
presented at the General Meetings, when the nature and length of these featured presentations lend
themselves to such inclusion, and when the speakers facilitate same. These abstracts might contain
information which is in conllict with the opinions of others or established documentation. The material
contained in this section does not, therefore, necessarily reflect the position of The Laftite Society. The Society
does, however, encourage discourse regarding conflicting viewpoints, because it believes such discourse
often leads to a broader and deeper understanding of the topics of discussion.

The Society recognizes that The Lallite Society Clumucles is its primary link with those members
who do not attend monthly meetings. Therefore, even when a general meeting includes no featured
presentation, the topics there discussed are presented in summarized fashion in this section, to impart some
feeling of that meeting's content.

Monday, July 8, 1996
Jeff Modzelewski, Editor of Publications for The Laffite Society, gave an amusing and informative talk

on myths, both in the abstract and with regard to Jean Laffite. Mr. Modzelewski discussed different kinds of
myths; how a myth arises and grows in acceptance, particularly when documented fact about its subject is
scarce; the social, psychological, and historical purposes served by myths; and the separation of fact from
fiction as a process termed "demythification". See the article entitled 'The Mylhification of Jean Laft'ite" in this
section.

Monday, August 12.1996
No featured presentation was scheduled for this month's meeting.
Laffite Society member Louise Nichols of Yesterday's Books (see the "Program Abstracts" section of

the prior issue of The Laflite Society ChronicleS) provided a table display of thirteen French maps dating from
1757 to 1868, and numerous books on Texas and Louisiana history, all available for purchase.

Jack Mitchell, accompanied by his wife Nora, described the presentations mounted by 'The
Buccaneers", the spiritual heirs of 'The Contrabanders", a 35-year-old social club of some one hundred
members representing Lake Charles and southwestern Louisiana. The group dons pirate attire for their lively
public performances, staged complete with militia and cannon raids using real gunpowder.

Laffite Society member Larry Pierce, a regular participant in the summer 1996 archaeological
investigation at the site of Laffite's Maison Rouge (see the article entitled 'The 1996 Maison Rouge
Excavation" in this issue), displayed photos of the project's progress.

Laffite Society Archaeological Committee member Becky Hall described the investigation currently
under way into the wreckage of the French ship "La Belle," commanded by La Salle, which foundered circa
1686 some ten miles from the Texas coast in Matagorda Bay during a hurricane. A six-foot-Iong, 800
pound bronze cannon is one of the important artifacts that has been retrieved from the site.

Laffite Society member Dr. Reginald Wilson discussed a study which he will spearhead of the
characteristics of Jean Laffite's handwriting. Dr. Wilson has provided the Society with copies of several
letters allegedly penned by the privateer, the originals of which were at first housed in the Cabildo in New
Orleans and were eventually acquired by The Parsons Collection at The l'niversity of Texas at Austin.

Dr. Wilson also reported on findings of Mr. Charles Fisher, a local businessman and long-term
historian in Dayton, Texas, who worked closcly with former Texas Governor Price Daniels to locate the site
of the fort at Champ D'Asile. The investigation concluded that the site now lies under the waters of the
Trinity River.

Monday, September ~J, I~J%
As this month's featured presentation, Jim Nonus, Third Vice President - Special Events, arranged the

screening of the 1938 Paramount epic film, 'The Buccaneer". The film was mounted jointly by The Laffite
Society and The Strand Theatre at the facilities of the latter, 2317 Ships Mechanic Row in Galveston. A
silent-auction fundraiser took place in the Theatre's lobby during the presentation of the film.

'The Buccaneer" was produced and directed by Cecil B. De Mille from a screenplay adapted from
Lyle Saxon's Lafitte, the Pimte. The movie starred Fredric March as Jean Lafitte, with a supporting cast which



included Spring Byington as Dolly Madison, Franciska Gaal as Gretchen, Hugh Sothern as Andrew Jackson,
Akim Tamiroffas Dominique You, and Walter Brennan as Jackson's right-hand man Ezra Peavey.

The plot, with some added fictionalization, is one familiar to connoisseurs of the life of the privateer:
in brief, bad-guy smug,gler turns good-guy patriot and saves the day for the Americans at the Battle of New
Orleans. Reviews of the day generally lauded the production, the main criticism finding fault with f\ tare h's
attempted French accent.

Monday, October 14, 1996
No featured presentation was scheduled for this month's meeting.
Kathy Modzelewski, Second Vice President - Membership, distributed updated membership

information, rosters, and applications to members present. Members absent would receive the same
distribution through the mail.

Meeting attendees discussed an upcoming excursion being orchestrated by Jim Nonus, Third Vice
President - Special Events: a trip to Laffite's Grand Isle and Grande Terre. This special event was tentatively
planned for spring 1997 leditors note: the dates have since been set as Friday through Sunday, May 9-11,
19971. Another possible special event for the future, an excursion to historic Natchitoches, Louisiana, was
also discussed.

The production of a "Laffite primer" - a basic, condensed text presenting the fundamentals of Laffile
fact and legend - was approved. Such a text would be especially informative for those newly involved with
the Society who are curious about, but as yet know little of, Jean Laffite. The primer might be published in
each issue of The Laffite Society Cluvnicles as a tool to bring new members "up to speed", to acquaint them
with the various topics that most lend themselves as jumping-off points for further research, such as the
privateers activities after his departure from Galveston.

Jeff Modzelewski, Editor of Publications, distributed the newly-printed third issue of The: Laffite
Society C111lJ1/icles to members present; those absent would receive their copies through the mail. The
creation of the Editorship (at the time of the election of the Society's cument Board of Directors in August
1996) has enabled the publication to receive a focused creative attention which should allow both an
increased consistency of format, as well as a planned development to reflect the nature of the Society as it
matures.

Deposited in the archives as donations from Patrick Lafitte, a Society member in France, were the
following:

• a copy of an international regisocr of about two thousand names of persons surnamed "Lafitte",
along with their addresses;

• a picture in color of a ship named '1ean Laffite" that is thought to be located in the Yucatan,
Mexico;

• copies of two vcrsions of a Laffite coat of arms, one in blue and yellow showing three black owls
on a field ofgold, with legends describing the crest's symbols.

Dave Roberts, Laffite Society Press Director, discussed plans to create a pn:ss release, destined for
newspapers in Louisiana and Texas, in the form of a "Letter to the Editor". The release would publicize the
existence of the Society, to broaden its information base and to attract new members.

Monday, November 11, 1996
Physicist and arehaeologist Sheldon Kindall, who directed the summer 1996 investigation at the site

of Laffite's Maison Rougc, presented an interim report on the findings. Mr. Kindall displayed scveral
containers of small articles - mostly fragments of bone, glass, and ceramics - recovered from the six pits
excavated, and explained the proper procedures for the cleaning, classification, and preservation of these
artifacts. See the article entitled 'The 199fl Maison Rouge Excavation" in this issue.

Tuesday, December 10, 1996
Laffite Society members and guests this month enjoyed, in lieu of a formal meeting, what has

become a tradition in the Society's modest life span: the Annual Holiday Social. The evening was staged at
The Eiband's Gallery of Jim and Margaret Earthman, Treasurer and member-at-large, respt.'Ctively, of The
Laffite Society. At thc party, attendees welcomed into the Society several ncw members, and enjoyed
refreshments and one another's company in a relaxed yet elegant atmosphere.



THE MYTHIFICATION OFJEAN LAFFm
jElT,If,JDZELEIVSKI

I am a direet descendant of the famous
privateer Jean Laffite. I know, I know, anyone
who has seriously researehed the life of this
gentleman has likely come across half a dozen
people who claim, with varying degrees of
credibility, that they, too, are descendants of
Lamte, so most of you readers are now thinking,
"I've heard that one before." But in my case it is
true. It really is! Please bear with me as I
elaborate.

My mother is a proud product of good,
full-blooded Irish stock. Her ancestors, for
mUltiple generations extending well back into the
nineteenth century, have hailed from Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, 'The Steel City," which lies at the
point where the Allegheny and Monongahela
Rivers unite to form the mighty Ohio.

Now, as you might believe, Jean Laffite
did not die in Mexico a few years after he
departed Galveston, as some incorrectly assert.
Various items of documentary evidence, including
the justly celebrated The jOUl7laJ ofjean Laffite,
ably reflect the fact that the privateer did not
experience his demise from a tropical fever in the
jungles of the Yucatan, nor in a battle with other
pirates just off its coast, but instead eventually
abandoned the seafaring life, settled down to
become a gentleman farmer in the American
Midwest, and died a natural death in the second
half of the nineteenth century.

Jean Laffite, in his later years, engendered
a son named Etienne (the French Christian name
corresponding to the English "Stephen"), who in
the 1880's sailed first down the Mississippi to its
confluence with the Ohio, and then up the latter
to its origin at Pittsburgh. As shrewd a
businessman as his renowned father, Etienne
Laffite anticipated the enormous growth that
Pittsburgh's burgeoning steel industry would soon
experience as the Industrial Revolution matured,
and he decided carlyon that he would srab for
himself a piece of the action.

As coincidence or fate would have it,
Etienne Laffite became acquainted with, courted,
and latcr married, my mother's paternal
srandmother. Her son - my srandfather - would
recount to my brother and me, when we were
younS boys, tales of the privateer, anecdotes that
had been passed down by word of mouth,
seneration after generation. We have even
conserved a whittled, eight-inch-tall wooden
figure of a pirate, and the aged knife that

produced the piece, as tangible keepsakes of its
alleged carver, the great Jean Laffite himself.

At this point in the article, allow me to
interject that if any readers have swallowed my
claim in the preceding verbiage - that Jean Lamte
sired a son named Etienne who settled in
Pittsburgh, married my great-grandmother, and is
thus my direct ancestor -, I would like to diseuss
'With them the sale of some prime real estate
which I own, at a true bargain of a deal.
Excepting the fact that my mother's family really
does hail from Pittsburgh, this article's
introductory text is a product of my imagination.

That piece of creative writing does,
however, highliSht just how easily a myth can
arise and, given the right sets of ears upon which
to fall, can grow to achieve a good deal of
acceptance with little or no documented fact to
support it, especially as the years recede and
reliable sourees capable of corroborating the
alleged truths have themselves long since passed
into history.

Wemters New Collegiate Dictionary
0973 edition: G. & C. Merriam Company,
Springfield, l\W defines a myth as "a traditional
story of ostensibly historical content whose origin
has been lost... [a story) that selVes to unfold part
of the world view of a people or explain a
practice, belief, or natural phenomenon...a
person or thing having only an imaginary or
unverifiable existence."

If we note in the preceding definitions the
use of the phrases "ostensibly historical," "origin
has been lost," and "unverifiable existence," we
realize that we are discussing possible flotsam and
jetsam drifting - Or careening - through the
hallowed halls of methodical historical research.

Myths might be separated into four broad
categories:

• Theogonic - Stories which narrate the
origin of the gods

• Aetiological - Stories of tlctive events
which arc assigned as causes of given
rites or customs

• Nature - Stories in which phenomena
of nature are fictively described as to
their origins

• Culture - Stories in which some hero
(man, god, or animal) imparts the arts
of life to man



Within the preceding framework, we
would categorize myths involving Jean Laffite as
"nature" myths.

There exists a direct, inverse relationship
between the quantity of documented fact extant
regarding a su~ject, and the ease with which
myths about that same su~iect come into being
and are promulgated. Thc more copious the
documentation, the more scan:e the myths. The
more scan:e the documentation, the less the
constraint exercised by known fact, permitting
myths to be born and to thrive, often from anced
for psychological closure where missmg
knowledge has left a void.

Since so much that relates to Laffite is
either undocumented or IS supported by
documentation whose veracity is questionable, it
is easy to understand that Jean Laffite has become
the center of many myths in the one and three
quarters centuries since he flourished.

Before examining examples of Laffite
myths, I raise, as an interesting semantic aside, the
question: what is the difference between a myth,
and a theory or hypothesis? To be sure, the first
term tends to bear a negative connotation, the
latter two a positive one. Is a myth more
outlandish, more farfetched, more lacking m
support? Is a theory more probable, its
suppositions more scientifically quantifiable? Is
the distinction between a myth and a
theory/hypothesis a blurry one, such that one
person's theory might be another person's myth?

Let us look now at concrete examples of
Laffite myths. For a first example, we know not
the date and place of his birth; no baptismal
certificate or civil birth record has been passed
down to us, and Laffite himself is supposed to
have provided differing "facts" on this matter
depending upon what he judged that his
audiences most desired - or, in Laffite's opinion,
needed - to hear. Did the privateer first touch
earth in Bayonne, France? in present-day Haiti?
or in another place? Since there can be only one
factual location, all others alleged must be myths,
but can we - how do we - discriminate between
the former and the latter?

Neither do we know the date and place of
the privateer's death; we possess no death
ccrtificate, and an: ignorant of the existence, if
any, of a marked grave. Did Laffite die in the
Yucatan within five years of departing Galveston?
Or did he abandon his seafaring ways and settle
dO\vn as a gentleman farmer somewhere in the
American Midwest? The latter possibility is
supported by The journals of jean Laffik~ but
these diaries are supposed by not a few

rc&archers to be themselves apocryphal, and if
so, are simply another Laftlte myth.

In today's world where the tourist dollar
can speak loud and long, we can be certain that
any locale which has even a remote chance of
being the site of the privateer's birth or death
would have an interest in claiming such, and as a
by-product, would further stoke the myth oven.

Many related stories combine to form a
collective root myth comprised of all those claims
to descent - such as my facetious one in the
beginning of this article - from Jean Laftlte. Some
of the claimants base their beliefs on their
possession of the surname "Laffite" or one of its
variant spellings; others have dissimilar surnames,
but hold that their antecedents were, for example,
the illegitimate offspring of Laftlte and a consort,
or that their surnames do differ only through the
fault of a clerk's erroneous entry in church
baptistry annals in generations past.

Whatever their arsument, the claimed
descendants of the privateer are legion; a
surprising number have documented their
hypotheses with extensive research, and some
have managed to publicize their supposed famous
genealogical connection in larse American dailies.

The impetus is present for myths about
Laftlte descendants to grow boundlessly, because
our human nature relishes a relationship,
however tenuous, with a famous or notorious
person. Even though Laftlte came to be viewed by
a certain segment of the society of his day as a
despicable ruman, the intervening years have
converted his notoriety into renown. One would
find it hardly more objectionable today to be
related to Jean Lamte than to l\iickey Mantle or
Harry Truman.

Perhaps the most popular of Latfite myths
are those involving buried treasure. Vnlike the
case of persons who claim descent from the
privateer - where at least some minimal link
uncovered via genealogical research must be
asserted - virtually everyone can convince
themselves that they, and only they, have deduced
the location of a booty trove.

The shifting of shorelines over nearly two
centuries; the changes in landmark perspective as
palm trees and modem dwellings replace the
scrub brush that once repre&nted the only
elevation in the topography of a barrier island
named Galveston; the time, labor and expense to
move earso by early-l9th-eentury means of
transportation to advantageous hiding places; a
modicum of study into these and other variables,
especially when this study is bolstercd by the
existence of IItrcasurc maps." could convince



many amongst us that we were one of the fc\v to
deduce the location of a cache of valuables.

In addition to these examples of what we
might classify as "major" myths concerning Jean
Laffite, other "minor" myths also exist. I'erhaps
most prominent among them, especially from the
perspective of much of the Society's membership
who are residents of Galveston, Texas, and its
environs, is the location of the privateers "Maison
Rouse" on Galveston Island. An archaeological
dig was conducted at the supposed site in 1984
with little tansible conclusion; a reprise occurred
in the summer of 1996 (see the rclated article
entitled 'The I ~)96 Maison Rouge Excavation" in
this issue of 11,e Laffite Society C'hronicle,J, and it
is hoped that at a future date the analysis of
artifacts unearthed in this latter excavation will
yield definitive conclusions regarding the
existence of a Laffite-era occupation on the
property.

Easy, then, is the process whereby myths
are created; much more difficult it is to demythify
a topic. This, nonetheless, is what we researchers
attempt to do through our study of the life and
times of Jean Laffite: we attempt to demythify
aspects of his story, to separate the chaff from the
grain, to winnow fact frcm legend.

To "demythify" is to ferret out the actual,
the real, the true, the authentic, the genuine, of a
topic. It does not always signify the "debunking"
(a word imbued with connotations of exposure of
flim-flammety alod scam artists) of a hypothesis,
but sometimes its confinnation. In this sense, to
demythify means simply to detennine whether the
classification of a story can be changed from
"possibly true" to "fact".

The first step in demythifying a topic is to
study it in the depth surviving records pennit, in
sufficient detail and to the extent required to
detennine what has been documented about its
origins. The best result one can hope to obtain is
to be able to perfonn a careful, logical, orderly
evaluation which will pennit one to either refute
the story (confinning it as fact, demythifying ill,
or will force an acknowledgment that evidence is
insufficient to support a conclusion that the myth
is not a myth.

The difficulty of this first step increases
greatly as time passes, as the availability of
original source documents and witnesses first
dwindles, then vanishes. Happily for researchers
of the coming years, the passage of time willlikcly
prove to be less of a hindrance than it is for us,
now that electronic media facilitate the archiving

and retrieval of vast amounts of data. As reSards
the era of Laffitc, absence of data might not mean
that the support was never there, but simply that it
is there no longer.

The second step in dcmythification is to
produce a report which documents the topic of
study and its conclusions. Even if one is unable to
demythify a topic - for example, because reliable
support is no longer available -, the analytical
procedures and sources employed should be
recorded, to save future researehers frcm
"reinventing the wheel" should they pursue
research of the same topic at a later (months,
decades, or generations) date.

To conclude, I will discuss one of the
Laffite buried-treasure myths, this one possessing
a bit of humor. The story recounted in the
following two paragraphs is an abstract of an
article which appeared in the CalVest011 Daily
New:s, Section B, page 15, on February I, 1970,
titled "Is Skull That OfJean laFitte?".

A gentleman who owned and operated a
shop in downtown Galveston told how an
ancient, weather-beaten Indian came in one day,
said that he wanted to go to Beaumont, and, in
exchange for some cash, tendered a human s!-:ull.
The skull bore markings which included a map of
Galveston Island marked with an "X" at about the
site of the Indian burial grounds on the western
part of the island. Also written on the skull were
the words "Capt. Gene laFitte 1852."

The shop owner had never attempted to
make usc of the treasure map, to decipher its
faded landmarks or coordinates, but he had taken
the s!-:ull to some doctors to be dated. The doctors'
concluded that the age of the skull was not
inconsistent with the chronological era of Jean
Laffite. The shop owner believed that the skull
was that of the privateer, and that someone who
both knew Laffite and the whereabouts of the
treasure to which the map pointed, made the
markings.

Add this, then, to the list of hundreds of
buried-treasure stories about the privateer which
are prime candidates for energetic cfforts at
demythification.

jdOv[odzclewsld is Edito/' ofPublicatiolLS
10/' The Laffjte Society. He eJ..presses hiss/'atitude
to R. Dale Olson, President of 11,e LafJite Society,
fo/' the lo,w of documents fivm his ]JCl'SOl1i1l
libmry of ulfiite materoll fo/' use ill this
pn:sc'11li1tion andabstract.



ThE 19961\:lAISON ROUGE EXCAVATION
R. DAlE (.1lS0XA,W'JEfTAfoUZELEII:WI

As reported in :.t previous issue of 77k'
Llfiik' So(~dy L7uullicJes, an archaeological
excavation of the lot that is traditionally supposed
to be the Galveston Island site of Jean wtlite's
Maison Rouge was undertaken in I ~)84. [Editors
note: see the article entitled "Archaeological
Investigation of the Maison Rouge Site" in the
January I~)% issue of Vic lafiite Society
C'luullicks.J

Due to a series of difficulties and delays, a
final, formal rcport on this 1~)84 excavation was
not produced. Additionally, the artifacts retrieved
during the project were never accurately
catalogued nor professionally analyzed to
determine if they proved an occupation of the site
consistent with the time of Laffite's sojourn on the
island, circa 1817-1820.

For longer than a decade these artifacts,
which fill more than 120 crates, were housed in
the care of the Department of Anthropology at the
l'niversity of Houston's main campus. This vast
store of relics was returned to Galveston Island
only in 1996, and currently rests downtown in a
private warehouse. IEditor's note: see the article
entitled "Maison Rouge Site Artifacts Return to
Galveston Island" in the January 1996 issue of The
Laflite Society L7Jroniclcs.J Laffite Society
members Becky and Andy Hall, both trained
archaeologists, plan to begin the classification,
segregation, and cataloguing of this material
beginning in the spring of 1997.

Sheldon Kindall, Regional Diredor of the
Texas Archaeological Society and the lead
archaeologist on the 1984 dig, had long suggested
the desirability of a new excavation. Following
consultation with members of both The Laffite
Society and the Texas Archaeological Society,
which confirmed that sufficicnt interest in a
rcprise of the project existed to bring it to fruition,
it was decided that a new dig would commence in
late June of 1997.

Members of vanous groups of
avocational archaeologists, including the
Brazosport, Houston, and Texas Archaeological
Societics; members of The Laffite Socicty; and
intercsted persons from the general public,
attended a first-day, three-hour lecture and
demonstration presented by Mr. Kindall on
Saturday, June 29, 1996, in the conference room
at The Eiband's Gallery, 2201 Postotlice Street in
Galveston.

Following the' lecture-demonstration, the
group adjourned to the excavation site, where
other members of the various forenamed
archacological groups had begun the task of
mcasuring and staking off the dig'S pits. The
locations of these pits were specifically chosen to
complement and not duplicate those areas of the
property which had been excavated twelve years
earlier.

The excavation continued each Saturday
for more than eight weeks, with a group of some
twenty-five persons participating regularly. On
the first few weekends, the group met at 9:00
a.m., unloaded supplies and refreshments, erected
a camping-style shade canopy over the location of
the longest pit, and then set to work. The
participants generally worked at the same pit each
week. The group broke for one-hour lunches in
two shifts, then returned to work until mid- to late
afternoon.

After a couple of Saturdays, however, it
was decided to begin work at 7:00 rather than at
9:00 a.m., while the sun lay lower in the s"-'Y' The
participants had found that the torrid Texas
summer heat and humidity were amplified once
the pits in which they were digging increased to
such a depth that their heads were ncar or below
ground level, eliminating any chance of a breeze.

Participants truly obtained a feel for the
work of the professional archaeologist, learning to
measure pit depth with a line level, dig carefully
using the edge of a mason's trowel, sift buckets of
earth for artifacts, bag and label finds with the pit
number and depth at which encountered, etc.

Another large amount of material was
recovered from this dig, including a varied
assortment of buttons, bullets, bones, pottery
shards, glass, and other items.

At this writing, the artifacts remain in the
custody of l\1r. Kindall. The next step of the
project is tor members of the various Societies to
meet and clean the artifacts, then send them to
different authorities in the Houston metropolitan
area for analysis - one for pottery, one for glass,
one for bone, etc. l\\r. Kindall and others will
compile the statements of these authorities and
make a determination concerning the probability
of a site occupancy consistent with the time of
Laflite's. This phase of the prqject should then set
in motion the generation of a formal report on the
results of this 1~)96 excavation.



WELCOME, NEW LAITITIANS

JULY 1, 1996 - DECEMBER 31, 1996

Tom Halko
Lafitte, Louisiana

Patrick Lafitte
Comeilla del Vercol, France

Tom and Sarita Oertling
Galveston, Texas

Jeny and Jennifer Patterson
Houston, Texas

Lany Pierce
Galveston, Texas

R. Patrick Rowles
Galveston, Texas

Kenneth Shelton,Jr.
Galveston, Texas

Lyda Ann Thomas
Galveston, Texas

CALENDAR

General meetings of The Laffite Society are held
on the second Tuesday of each month at 6:00
p.m. at The Eiband Gallery, 2201 Postoffice Street,
Galveston, TX, 77550, (409) 763-5495. Many of
the meetings feature interesting and informative
presentations by member or guest speakers. The
exception is the December meeting, the Annual
Holiday Social, which is an evening of food, drink,
and entertaining conversation in a relaxed and
festive setting.

Board of Directors meetings are scheduled for the
first month of each calendar quarter (January,
April, July, and October) on the same day as that
month's general meeting, and normally either
precede or follow same. Additional Board of
Directors meetings may be scheduled at the
Board's discretion.

In addition to the monthly meetings, one or more
special events are normally scheduled during the
year. See, for example, in this issue of The Laflite
Society Chronicles, the special event described in
the article entitled "The 1996 Maison Rouge
Excavation," as well as the planned excursion to
Grand Isle/Grande Terre mentioned in the
"General Meeting and Featured Program
Abstracts" section for the October 14, 1996
meeting.

Inquiries about upcoming special events may be
directed to The Laffite Society, P.O. Box 1325,
Galveston, TX, 77553, or to Third Vice President 
Special Events, Jim Nonus, at (409) 763-5495.
The Laffite Society will mail information to
members and interested parties on the Society's
mailing list as special event details are determined.

SPONSORSHIP OF MONTHLY GENERAL MEETING SPEAKERS

Since its inception, a special feature of
The Laffite Society has been a presentation at
monthly meetings by a Laffite Society member or
guest speaker.

In an effort to augment the pool of
available speakers, The Society has begun a
program of "sponsorships" in which the expenses
of guest speakers are paid by donations from
individual members.

Given that all members of The Society do
not enjoy equal access to meetings due to their
distances from Galveston, it was felt by the Board
that any expenses incurred relative to a guest
speaker should not be taken from the general
fund.

Sponsorships in the suggested amount of

$20.00 each are available to members who wish
to make such donations. While speakers,
themselves, do not receive an honorarium,
accommodations and other expenses incurred
during travel are underwritten by The Laffite
Society through these sponsorships of its
members.

Members purchasing sponsorships are
given special recognition at the appropriate
meeting, and in the pages of The ltlilite Society
Chronicles. Persons wishing to make suggestions
regarding future speakers should contact First
Vice President Jean L. Epperson in care of The
Laffite Society, P.O. Box 1325, Galveston, TX,
77553.
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MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

The Laftlte Society is a not-for-profit organization devoted to the study of the privateers Jean and
Pierre Laffite and their contemporaries, and to the geographical locales and chronological era associated
with them.

Annual dues are as follows:

Student "".""".".""".""".""."""""".""""""""""""."""""""."""".""".".""."""""""."."""""""""".""""""."""" $
Senior (Over 65) ".""""""'"""""""""."."""""""''''''''''''''."."""'''",,,,,,.''''''''""..""""""".""""."""""".""""."""
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THANK YOU FROM THE SOCIEn'

To Jim and Margaret Earthman, for graciously eontinui"-,, to allow The Society to hold its monthly
meetings in the conference room of their Eiband"s Gallery;

To Dorothy McD. Karilanovic, for performing professionally and punctually the necessary but
unheralded task of recording the monthly meeting minutes of The Society in her role as Secretary;

To Press Director Dave Roberts, for his success in publicizing Ihe existence and activities of The
Society through the local media;

To Third Vice President - Special Events Jim Nonus, for his cxtra efforts in arranging for the
screening of the classic film 'The Buccanecrs" for the Septcmber 1996 monthly meeting.


